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A generic Hamiltonian, which incorporates the effect of the orbital contraction on the hopping
amplitude between nearest sites, is studied both analytically at the weak coupling limit
and numerically at the intermediate and strong coupling regimes for a finite atomic cluster. The
effect of the orbital contraction due to hole localization at atomic sites is specified with
two coupling parametersV andW ~multiplicative and additive contraction terms!. The singularity
of the vertex part of the two-particle Green’s function determines the critical temperatureTc
and the relaxation rateG(T) of the order parameter at temperature aboveTc . Unlike the case in
conventional BCS superconductors,G has a non-zero imaginary part which may influence
the fluctuation conductivity of the superconductor aboveTc . We compute the ground state energy
as a function of the particle number and magnetic flux through the cluster, and show the
existence of the parity gapD appearing at the range of system parameters consistent with the
appearance of the Cooper instability. Numeric calculation of the Hubbard model~with
U.0! at arbitrary occupation does not show any sign of superconductivity in a small cluster.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00708-2#
1. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
High temperature superconductivity in lanthanum,1
yttrium2 and related copper-oxide compounds remains the
subject of intensive investigation and controversy. It was
suggested that the electron-phonon interaction mechanism,
which is very successful in understanding conventional
~‘‘low temperature’’! superconductors within the Bardeen–
Cooper–Schrieffer scheme,3 may not be adequate for high-
Tc cuprates, and even the conventional Fermi liquid model
of the metallic state may require reconsideration. This opens
an area for investigation of mechanisms of electron-electron
interaction which can be relevant in understanding the pecu-
liarities of superconducting, as well as normal state, proper-
ties of cuprates. Specific to all of them is the existence of
oxide orbitals. Band calculations4,5 suggest that hopping be-
tween the oxygenpx , py orbitals and between the copper
dx22y2 orbitals may be of comparable magnitude. On the
experimental side, spectroscopic studies6,7 clearly show that
the oxygen band appears in the same region of oxygen con-
centration in which superconductivity in cuprates is the
strongest. Therefore there exists the possibility that specific
features of oxide compounds may be related to oxygen-
oxygen hopping, or to the interaction between the copper and
the rotationalpx2py collective modes. If the oxygen hop-
ping is significant, then it immediately follows that the in-
trinsic oxygen carriers~px ,py oxygen holes! should be dif-
ferent from the more familiar generics-orbital derived
itinerant carriers. The difference is related to low atomic
number of oxygen such that removing or adding of one
electron to the atom induces a substantial change in the Cou-
lomb field near the remaining ion and therefore results in a
change of the effective radius of atomic orbitals near the ion.
This will strongly influence the hopping amplitude between
this atom and the atoms in its neighborhood. Such an ‘‘or-
bital contraction’’ effect represents a source of strong inter-
action which does not simply reduce to the Coulomb~or
phonon! repulsion~or attraction! between the charge carriers.
It was suggested by Hirsch and coauthors,8–10 and by the
present authors11–14 that the occupation dependent hopping
can have relevance to the appearance of superconductivity in
high-temperature oxide compounds. In the present paper, we
investigate the generic occupation-dependent hopping
Hamiltonians with respect to peculiarities of the normal
state, and to the range of existence of the superconducting
state. Theoretical investigation of the Cooper instability is
supplemented by numeric study of pairing and diamagnetic
currents in finite atomic clusters. We study the effect of Coo-
per pairing between the carriers and show that at certain
values and magnitudes of the appropriate coupling param-
eters, the system is actually superconducting. The properties
of such superconducting state are in fact only slightly differ-
ent from the properties of conventional~low-Tc! supercon-
ductors. Among those we so far can only mention the change
in the fluctuation conductivity above or near the critical tem-
peratureTc . Relaxation of the pairing parameter to equilib-
rium acquires a small real part due to the asymmetry of
contraction-derived interaction between the quasi-particles
above and below the Fermi energy.
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Oxygen atoms in the copper-oxygen layers of the
cuprates~Fig. 1! have a simple quadratic lattice. We assume
that pz orbitals of oxygen~z is the direction perpendicular to
the cuprate plane! are bound to the near cuprate layers
whereas carriers at thepx , py orbitals may hop between the
oxygen ions in the plane.
Let t1 be the hopping amplitude ofpx(py) and t2 the
hopping amplitude ofpy(px) oxygen orbitals between the
nearest lattice sites in thex(y) direction in a square lattice
with a lattice parametera. Then the non-interacting Hamil-
tonian is
H052t1(
^ i j &x
ai
1aj2t2(




^ i j &y
bi
1bj2t2(




1(ai) is the creation~annihilation! operator forpx
and correspondinglybi
1(bi) for py orbitals. The interaction











1bi . This corresponds to the depen-
dence of the hopping amplitude on the occupation numbers
ni , mi of the form
~ t̂ i j !ai→aj5t0~12mi !~12mj !1t1@~12mi !mj
1mi~12mj !#1t2mimj ~3!
and correspondingly (t̂ i j )bi→bj of the same form withmi
replaced withni . The amplitudest0 , t1 , t2 correspond to








O corresponds to the neutral oxygen ion whereas O2 to the
single charged and O22 to the double charged negative ions.
Since oxygen atom has 1s22p42s2 configuration in its
ground state, filling of thep shell to the full occupied con-
figuration 2p6 is the most favorable. AmplitudesV and W
relate to the parametert0 , t1 , t2 according to
V5t022t11t2 , W5t12t2 . ~5!
Assuming t15t25t and replacingai ,bi with ai with the
pseudo-spin indices 5↓,↑ we write the Hamiltonian Eq.
~1! in the form
H52t (
^ i j &s
ais






^ i j &s
ais
1 aj sni s̄nj ,s̄ ; ~8!
HW5W(
^ i j &s
ais
1 aj s~ni ,s̄1nj ,s̄! ~9!
where we also included the in-site Coulomb interaction~U!
between the dissimilar orbitals at the same site.can also be
considered as a real spin projection of electrons at the site. In
that case, the pairing will originate between the spin-up and
spin-down orbitals, rather than betweenpx and py orbitals.
More complex mixed spin- and orbital-pairing configurations
can also be possible within the same idea of orbital contrac-
tion ~or expansion! at hole localization but are not considered
in this paper. The following discussion does not distinguish
between the real spin and the pseudo-spin pairing. The
Hamiltonian, Eq.~6!, is a model one which cannot refer to
the reliable values of the parameters appropriate to the oxide
materials. The purpose of our study is rather to investigate
the properties of superconducting transition specific to the
model chosen and to find the range of theU, V, W values
which may correspond to superconductivity. This will be
done along the lines of the standard BCS model15 in the
weak coupling limit,U, V, W→0, and by an exact diagonal-
ization of the Hamiltonian for a finite atomic cluster at large
and intermediate coupling.












0 ~p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4!ap4dap3g ~11!
where
jp52tsp2m, sp52~cospxa1cospya!, ~12!
andm is the chemical potential.Gabgd
0 is the zero order ver-
tex part, defined as
FIG. 1. Site configuration in the CuO2 plane of cuprates. Dotted line repre-
sents the effect of orbital contraction/expansion due to the localization/
delocalization of an extra hole at a specific site. The enlarged orbital attains
the larger value of the hopping amplitude to the nearest sites.
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Gabgd




x is the Pauli matrix
S 0 11 0D .
For reasons which will be clear later, we separatedHV and
put some part of it into theH1 term, while the remaining part
is included in theH2 term, thus giving
H25V (
^ i j &s
ais
1 aj s~ai s̄
1 ai s̄2v/2!~aj s̄
1 aj s̄2v/2! ~14!
with v5^ni& being the average occupation of the site.
2. THE COOPER INSTABILITY IN THE
OCCUPATION-DEPENDENT HOPPING HAMILTONIANS
The Cooper instability is realized at certain temperature
T5Tc as a singularity in a two-particle scattering amplitude





3exp(2Ht) are the imaginary time~t! creation and annihi-
lation operators. Atp152p2 , p352p4 , the kernel of
Gabgd is proportional toGab
x Ggd
x ~G is the one-electron
Green’s function!. We keep the notationG(p,p8) for such a
reduced Green’s function specifying only momentap5p1
52p2 and p85p352p4 . By assuming temporarilyV50,









corresponding to summation of the Feynmann graphs shown
in Fig. 2. In the above formulas,v5(2n11)pT and V
52pmT ~n, m integers! are the discrete odd and even fre-
quencies of the thermodynamic perturbation theory15.






Diagrams of Fig. 2 are singular since equal momenta of two
parallel running lines bring together singularities of both
Green’s functionsG(k,v) andG(2k,v).
The 6-vertex interaction, Eq.~8!, is not generally consid-
ered in the theories of strongly-correlated fermionic systems.
Such interaction also results in singular diagrams forp→
2p scattering shown in Fig. 3. Since a closed loop in this
figure does not carry any momentum to the vertex, it reduces
to the average value ofḠ which in turn is the average of the
number operator,̂a1a&. Taking such diagrams into consid-
eration is equivalent to replacing one of theni ’s in Eq. ~8! to
its thermodynamical averagev5^ais
1 ais&. Then theV term




We shall check to what extent such an approximation may be
justified by numeric analysis in Sec. 3.
Solution of Eq.~16! can be obtained by putting
G~p,p8,V!5A~V!1B1~V!sp1B2~V!sp8
1C~V!spsp8 . ~18!








we obtain a system of coupled equations forA, B1 , B2 , C
S 11US01W̃S1 US11W̃S2 0 0W̃S0 11W̃1 0 00 0 11US01W̃S1 US11W̃S2


















whereD is a determinant
FIG. 2. Feynmann diagrams for 4-vertex interactions,U andW.




The determinant becomes zero at some temperature
which means an instability in the two-particle scattering am-
plitude (G→`). This temperature is the superconducting
transition temperatureTc . At Tc , Eq. ~16! is singular, which
means that two-particle scattering amplitude becomes infi-
nite. BelowTc , the finite value ofG is established by includ-
ing the non-zero thermal averages~the order parameters!,
^ap
1a2p
1 &, ^apa2p&. We first analyze the case of non-
retarded, non-contraction interactionU, and after that will
consider the effect of the occupation-dependent hopping
terms,V andW.
2.1. Direct non-retarded interaction
Neglecting contraction parametersV, W, the solution of












which, after the summation over the discrete frequencies,























where, for simplicity, we replaced an integration over the
Brillouin zone *d3k by the integration over the energy as-
suming that the density of states near the Fermi energym is
flat. 2E1 andE2 are the lower and upper limits of integra-
tion equal to24t2m and 4t2m, respectively. Such an ap-
proximation is not very bad since most singular contributions
to integral comes from the pointjp50 where the integrand
is the largest.
Above Tc , Eq. ~25! determines the frequency of the or-
der parameter relaxation.16–18There is a small change in this
frequency compared to the BCS model in which limits of the
integration (2E1 ,E2) are symmetric with respect to the
Fermi energy, and small in comparison to«F ; therefore we
shall briefly discuss it now.
To receive a real-time relaxation frequency, Eq.~25!
needs to be analytically continued to a real frequency domain
from the discrete imaginary frequencies
ivn5(2n11)p iT.



























AE1E2 expS 2 1N~«F!uUu D , ln g5C50.577,
~28!
C is the Euler constant. Analytic continuation is now simple:
we changeV, to i (v2 id), d510, to receive a function
which will be analytic in the upper half plane of complexv,
Im v.0. The order parameter relaxation equation becomes




At v!Tc and T2Tc!Tc , the real and imaginary parts of
Eq. ~29! are easily evaluated to give
S T2Tc2 p iv8Tc 1v E12E24E1E2 DD50. ~30!














In comparison to the BCS theory in whichE15E25vD ~vD
is the Debye frequency! and thereforel50, we obtain a
relaxation which has a non-zero ‘‘inductive’’ component,
2 ilG. Typically, E1;E2;«F and thereforeulu is a small
quantity. It increases however near the low (v!1) or near
the maximal (v.2) occupation whereE1 or E2 become
small. Such mode of relaxation is specific to a non-retarded
~non-phonon! interaction which is not symmetric near«F
and spans over the large volume of thek-space rather than is
restricted to a narrow energyvD!«F near the Fermi energy.
2.2. Occupation-dependent hopping instability and
relaxation
Neglecting direct interaction, we putU50 in Eq. ~22!
and obtain
FIG. 3. Feynmann diagram for 6-vertex interaction,V.














Puttingv50 we obtain a transition temperatureTc from Eq.
~33!. The equation has a solution atW̃,0, m,0, or at W̃
.0, m.0 ~we assume thatt.0!. The plus or minus sign is
chosen to obtain the maximal value ofTc ~the second solu-
tion corresponding to smallerT, then, has to be disregarded
since the order parameter will be finite atT,Tc and there-












wherem,0, W̃,0 ~second exponent is dominating the first
one in the weak coupling limitW̃→0!. Real and imaginary










































m S 3 ln2gAE1E2pTc 1 2m~E22E1!E1E2 1 E12E22m D .
~38!





SinceC diverges atTc , this determines that the order param-
eter becomes macroscopic atT,Tc . Then, the pair creation
operator,ap
1a2p
1 , will almost be a number, i.e., we may




and, to be consistent with thep, p8 dependences, by putting
jp5jp8 we obtain
Dp5C1@exp~ iu/2!AS2~0!
1exp~2 iu/2!AS0~0!#exp~ iw! ~41!
where
cosu52S1~0!/AS0~0!S2~0! ~42!
and w is an overall phase which is irrelevant for a single
superconductor but is important for calculating currents in
multiple or weakly coupled superconductors. Therefore, the
system undergoes a pairing transition at a temperature found
from Eq.~35!. Since the pairs are charged, the state belowTc
cannot be non-superconducting.
We have not calculated the Meissner response but in the
following section we present a numerical calculation of flux
quantization which supports the above statement.
3. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION OF THE OCCUPATION-
DEPENDENT HOPPING HAMILTONIANS IN A
FINITE CLUSTER
We calculate the ground state energy of a cubic system
as shown in Fig. 4. A magnetic fluxF is produced by a
solenoid passing through the cube. The corners of the cube
are the lattice sites that can be occupied by electrons. With
the inclusion of the magnetic flux, model Hamiltonian, Eq. 6,
becomes
H52t (
^ i j &s
ais




^ i j &s
ais
1 aj s@Vni s̄nj s̄1W~ni s̄1nj s̄!#
3exp~ ia i j !1h.c. ~43!
where




andF05hc/e is the magnetic flux quantum. Throughout the
calculations we taket51.
We start with constructing the model Hamiltonian. In the
Hilbert space of one electron
a5S 0 10 0D , a15S 0 01 0D , ~45!
FIG. 4. Sample configuration. The fluxF through the cube is produced by
a solenoid.
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with a basis specified asc05(0,1) for the ground state (n
50) andc15(1,0) for the excited state (n51). In case ofN
states, the operator of annihilationan takes the form
an5v
n21
^ a^ uN2n ~46!
whereu is the unit matrix andv is unitary matrix
u5S 1 00 1D , v5S 1 00 21D ~47!
and ^ stands for the Kronecker matrix multiplication. Ex-
plicitly, we have
a15a^ u^ u^ u...^ u
a25v ^ a^ u^ u...^ u
...............................
aN5v ^ v ^ v...^ v ^ a
Thus, for example, for two states
a15S 0 1 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
D , a25S 0 0 1 00 0 0 210 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
D . ~48!
These matrices, which are annihilation operators, and the
corresponding Hermitian conjugate matrices, which are the
creation operators, satisfy the Fermi anti-commutation rela-
tion. These operators are sparse matrices with onlyN/2 non-
zero elements, which are equal to61. Next we solve the
Schrödinger equationHc5Ec . We implemented a novel al-
gorithm for solving such sparse systems, which will be de-
scribed elsewhere.
The cubic cluster within the Hubbard Hamiltonian and
no external flux applied to the system was studied previously
by Callawayet al.19 Quantum Monte Carlo methods appli-
cable to large systems within the Hubbard model~both at-
tractive and repulsive!, but not the occupation-dependent
hopping Hamiltonians, are reviewed in a paper of Dagotto.20
3.1. The number parity effect
Superconductivity reveals itself in the lowering of the
ground state energy as electrons get paired. Therefore the
energy needs to be minimal for an even number of electrons






as a possible ‘‘signature’’ of superconductivity~where Em
corresponds to the ground state energy form fermions!. For
all interaction parameters set to zero (U5V5W50), no
sign of pairing is observed. To check our analytic results of
Sec. 2.2 and the argument following Eq.~34!, we calculated
D above and below the half-filling~n58 in the case of cubic
cluster!. Below the half-filling chemical potential is negative
(m,0) and above the half-filling it is positive (m.0). We
first checked that theW→01, W→02 and V→01, V
→02 calculation is consistent with an exact solution avail-
able for a non-interacting system ofn electrons.
We then test our program for the case of negative-U
Hubbard Hamiltonian~U,0, V50, W50! which is known
to be superconducting~e.g., Refs. 22 and 23!. Positive-U
Hubbard model does not show any sign of superconductivity,
in disagreement with some statements in the literature.24 Our
calculations cannot disprove the~possible! non-pairing
mechanisms of superconductivity but these seem to be un-
likely models for the problem of superconductivity in oxides
which clearly shows pairing of electrons~holes! in the
Josephson effect and in the Abrikosov vortices. The relation
2eV5\v is justified in the first case25 and flux quantum of
a vortex ishc/2e in the second,26 both with the value of the
charge equal to twice the electronic charge,e.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the ground state en-
ergy upon the number of particles in case of negative-U and
positive-U Hubbard models assumingV50 andW50. Such
dependences are typical for any value ofuUu. There clearly is
the pairing effect whenU,0 and there is no sign of pairing
at U.0.
Tests for pairing in the contractionV,W-models~VÞ0,
U5W50 andWÞ0, U85V50, respectively! are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. The results are in agreement with our pertur-
FIG. 5. Dependence of the ground state energy upon the number of particles
with UÞ0 andV5W50. Energy, as well asU, is in units of t. ~a! For U
,0, the pairing effect is clearly seen.~b! For U.0, there is no pairing.
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bative calculation of Sec. 2 and with its extension for the
intermediate and strong coupling limitsuVu*t, uWu*t.
Since the chemical potential is negative below the half-filling
and positive above the half-filling, there is no pairing in the
former case (W̃→01) and there is a sign of pairing in the
latter case (W̃.0), in accord with the value of the effective
coupling constantW̃5W1(1/2)vV. Similarly, for W̃→02
below the half-filling there is a sign of pairing (DÞ0) while
above the half-filling there is no pairing. These results are
summarized in Table I.
For larger values of the interaction parameters, the per-
turbative results do not remain applicable anymore. Figure
8b shows the dependence of the parity gapD on the strength
of the interaction. From Fig. 8, it is understood that theW
interaction introduces a ‘‘signature’’ of pairing in a similar
way as the negative-U interaction does. The possibility of
‘‘contraction’’ pairing has been investigated previously in
the papers.10,13
3.2. Flux quantization
Flux quantization is another signature of superconductiv-
ity which is a consequence of the Meissner effect. We
also tested for the periodicity of the energy versus flux
dependence with the periodF15hc/2e as compared to the
periodF05hc/e in the non-interacting system.
27,28Unfortu-
nately, the even harmonics ofF0-periodic dependence of the
ground state energy~and related to it, the harmonics of the
persistent currentJ52]E/]F27,28! may simulate the pairing
in a non-superconductive system. A small-size~mesoscopic!
system can mask the superconducting behavior.20 Flux quan-
tization in Hubbard Hamiltonians was studied formerly in
Refs. 29–31.
FIG. 6. Dependence of the ground state energy upon the number of particles
with VÞ0 andU5W50. Energy, as well asV, is in units oft. ~a!, ~b! Both
for V.0 andV,0, around the half-filling, there is a small pairing effect.
FIG. 7. Dependence of the ground state energy upon the number of particles
with WÞ0 andU5V50. Energy, as well asW, is in units oft. ~a!, ~b! Both
for W.0 andW,0, there is a more pronounced pairing effect below the
half-filling.
TABLE I. Pairing effect for arbitrarily small values ofV andW, computed
by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The results presented here are
in complete agreement with the perturbative calculations.
U5W50 U5V50
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We first demonstrate the behavior of the ground state
energy with respect to flux, Fig. 9. A characteristic feature of
a mesoscopic system suggests that addition of one extra par-
ticle to the system changes the sign of the derivative of the
ground state energy with respect to magnetic flux atF50.
That is, depending on the parity of the number of particles
and on the number of sites, system can change from para-
magnetic to diamagnetic state or vice versa. But this behav-
ior is not always observed for the cubic geometry studied.
Except the sign change fromn52 to n53 and fromn57 to
n58, no such behavior is seen. As mentioned above, how-
ever, theF1-periodic component of theE(F) dependence
begins to appear at the higher value ofn ~Fig. 9c!. For both
contraction parameters equal to zero, i.e.,W5V50, we ob-
serve the appearance of thec/2e-periodic component for
some values ofU ~Fig. 10!. Even for positive~repulsive!
values ofU, it is possible to see a local minimum appearing
at F5hc/2e ~Fig. 10b!. This is in agreement with the au-
thors’ previous works.13,29 But this minimum, which does
not lead to an exact periodicity of the ground state energy
FIG. 8. Dependence of the parameterD uponU for various values ofW and
V below the half-filling.~D, U, V andW is in units of t!.
FIG. 9. Dependence of the ground state energy~in units of t! upon magnetic
flux. All three interaction parameters are zero, i.e.,U5W5V50.
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with a periodF0/2, should not be attributed to superconduc-
tivity, this is rather a characteristic behavior in mesoscopic
systems.
For U,0 ~while W5V50!, the expected mesoscopic
behavior, that is, the change of the sign of the slope of
ground state energy atF50, starts to reveal itself~Fig. 11!.
But this happens at sufficiently large absolute values of
~negative! U. For other values ofU, however, there is no
such change.
More pronouncedhc/2e-periodic components are ob-
served with the introduction of non-zero interaction param-
eters. The role ofW in the ground state energy, when bothU
andV are zero, is shown in Fig. 12. Meanwhile setting both
U andW to zero and observing the effect of the non-zeroV
shows thatV does not play a role as significant as the other
two interaction parameters do. There is not much difference
in the behavior of the ground state energy upon magnetic
flux between the zero and non-zeroV ~for exampleV521!
cases.
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the peculiarity of electron conduction in sys-
tems in which conduction band is derived from the atomic
shells with a small number of electrons (Ne) in an atom.
Such materials may include oxygen (Ne58) in the oxides,
carbon (Ne56) in borocarbides~e.g., LuNi2B2C!, hydrogen
(Ne51) in some metals~e.g., Pd–H!. Some materials of this
kind are superconductors. It was argued that the Coulomb
effects within the atoms strongly influence the inter-atom
wave function overlap between the atomic sites and therefore
the electron hopping amplitude between the sites. The phe-
nomenology of such conduction mechanism results in a
novel addition, to the conventional solid state theory, i.e.,
Hamiltonians called the occupation-dependent-hopping~or
contraction! Hamiltonians, specified with the two coupling
parametersV, W. We then attempted a study of supercon-
ductivity in such systems within the BCS-type approach as-
suming Cooper pairing of electrons. The weak-coupling limit
allows the determination of the range of parametersV, W
values and also of the in-site Coulomb interactionU value
which show the Cooper instability. The strong-coupling limit
was addressed by a numeric calculation on finite clusters
using a novel algorithm~of non-Lanczos type! for eigenval-
ues of large sparse matrices. One of the results of this
FIG. 10. Dependence of the ground state energy upon magnetic flux. Con-
traction parameters are both zero, i.e.,W5V50, only the on-site interaction
parameterU is nonzero. Energy, as well asU, is in units oft.
FIG. 11. Dependence of the ground state energy upon magnetic flux. Com-
paring~a! with Figure 9b clearly shows that the change in the parity of the
number of particles for the case of negativeU values introduces a sign
change in the slope ofE(F) at F50. Energy, as well asU, is in units oft.
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numeric calculation was that the positive-U Hubbard model,
sometimes believed to be a candidate for high-Tc supercon-
ductivity, does not comply with the goal.
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FIG. 12. Dependence of the ground state energy upon the magnetic flux.
On-site interaction parameterU and one of the contraction parameters.V,
are zero. All plots correspond to the non-zero interaction parameterW5
21. Energy, as well asW, is in units oft.
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